How To Write A Personal Statement?

How to write a personal statement? If this is your concern, then say goodbye to it. That’s
because today, we will be talking about a detailed process of writing a personal statement.
Besides, we will also be mentioning some of the do’s and don’ts while writing the same.
A good personal statement is undoubtedly an essential entity for any student or students.
That’s because, with a well-written statement, your chances of getting college admissions,
applications, or scholarship to the favorite university or high school can surge up rigorously.
It certainly opens the door for good academic life with the desirable graduate course
program choice. So, let’s discuss the process or way of writing a personal statement in
detail.
What is a Personal Statement?
When a student or students apply for college, school, or job, they have to provide a detailed
account of their goals and interests in the form of a personal statement. In simple terms, a
student has to signify the reasons why they are applying for the graduate course in the
university, high school, or the job role.
Although the personal statements for university or high school(3-4 paragraphs) are pretty
long, the job ones are comparatively short. It may even depend on the requirement of the

recruiter or universities. Thus, make sure to follow the word count or character limits
precisely as mentioned by them.
The personal statement holds all the relevant sections and details with a detailed overview
of past experiences like internships, volunteer experiences, etc. Do not write about a
student or students life story. Try to be considerate of such points when writing a personal
statement for grad school or college.
What is the Process of Writing Personal Statements For College or School?

Writing a personal statement is relatively straightforward. This is similar to other paper
writing. Just like you need to know the steps in writing a research paper. When writing the
personal statements, you need to know the process. However, all it requires is a little bit of
motivation to start writing the best personal statements. Here are some of the
below-mentioned steps involved in its writing process
Go Through the Specific Guidelines When Writing Personal Statement:
Many times the universities provide their own criteria or guidelines for writing a personal
statement. This includes the word count, format, structure, submission process, etc. Each of
the points needs to be read and understood thoroughly by the writers. Keep in mind that if

you do not follow the specified guidelines by the universities or organizations, no matter
how you nicely write the personal statement, it may not be selected. So, that’s the reason
why following the mentioned criteria are extremely important.
Ask for Other’s Opinion:
If you do not know what to include in the personal statements, then it’s best to ask for
other’s opinions. By this, we mean, talk to your family, parents, and friends and ask what
they think about them. You can even ask them to describe you in some words. Make sure to
note the points that they state. In the following way, you will get some useful information to
add to the personal statement.
Keep it Real:
In addition to that, keep the personal statement genuine from the start to the end. Now, this
is one of the most common guidelines of all. That’s because a lot of applicants like you are
applying to the same universities or organizations. Also, the recruiters or admission
personnel/person go through piles of personal statements every day. Thus, they know
which ones are authentic and which ones are not. It is certainly essential for you to keep
writing as real as possible.
Add Important Points:
Do not limit yourself to stories solely. Make sure to add other essential points like academic
and practical details. As universities are in search of candidates who will value the courses,
adding crucial points within the statements can be an added benefit for you. So, make sure
to tell a story and add relevant details to it. By this step, the academic personnel/ person will
understand why you are a must-have in the university or organization.
Get it Read By Others:
Make sure that the personal statements are read by others. That’s because getting other
feedback will help you to know if the writing is fitting or not. So, always look to get the
statements revised by family members/ friends/parents or other people. Also, make sure to
customize the writings as per the provided feedback.
Personal Experiences/Examples/Example:
And ofcourse, do not keep the writings limited to casual information and academic
qualifications. Try to add some personal information and examples/example that developed
your interest in the course program. By doing so, the admission personnel/person or
recruiter will get to understand why your personal statement is relevant out of all.
Side note, apart from writing a personal statement, if you need help with dissertation writing,
then we have a blog for you on Learn How to Write a Dissertation in 2021!

Address the Weak Points:
Also, if you do not have an excellent academic result, then personal statements are indeed
a great way to get a chance in your desired university or organization. Make sure to address
the weak points in the writings and mention the ways through which you are trying to
improve it. Moreover, do not make it sound like an excuse.
Use the Word Count Efficiently:
Apart from that, do not drag your writings with unnecessary words. That’s because the word
count often ranges from 500-1000. So, you need to use the space precisely. Also,
admission personnel read a large number of personal statements. Thus, including
unnecessary words can be a drawback for you.
Edit and Proofread:
Lastly, make sure to go through the writings and proofread them accordingly. Whatever
mistakes you find, try to edit those parts. If possible, make one rough first draft of all the
writings before writing the final statement.
How Do You Present Yourself in a Personal Statement?

As they say, the First impression is the last impression. Thus, if you start writing the school
personal statement nicely, it is undoubtedly going to be beneficial for you through various
means. To help you out with that, here we are going to mention one of the best tips by
which you can start the personal statement.

● Try to start the statement with the main point, i.e., what is your interest in the
graduate course program.
● Make sure that the starting sentence is shorter. It should even signify the reason why
you chose the program.
● Be natural with the writings and always be specific. Also try to learn how to title an
essay.
● Mention your enthusiasm for the subject. Also, the introduction should be something
engaging rather than the same old ‘I have always wanted to.’
● It’s best to write the introduction at the end. Focus more on the middle part, i.e., the
section where you want to explain why it’s one of the best graduate course programs
for you.
● Also, avoid starting the school statement with quotes. Try to write your own
perspectives rather than including quotes.
● You can also use the introduction to explain the motivation for the graduate course
program. Moreover, you can even input your understanding of the subject.
● Try to stay away from the same cliche openings. You do not want to make it sound
obvious. Instead, think something out of the box.
What Should You Not Write in a Personal Statement?
Now again, there are certain things to avoid when writing a school application personal
statement. Wondering how to start writing an essay? To help you out with that, we are going
to mention some of the don’ts of the process.
● At first, try to stay away from negative points. That’s because there is no point in
discussing things that you couldn’t do. Instead, state your achievements/test
scores/specific or new skills/experience/goals and explain how it makes you the best
candidate for the course program.
● Do not forget to mention your achievements/ specific or new skills/experience/goals.
Focus and think more on your strengths to help the academic personnel understand
if you are fit for the program or not. By this means, they may get to know about you
in detail.

● Also, do not lie about your achievements/specific or new skills/experience. It is
always better to be a bit safe and input truthful information in the statement. Any
false claims should be strictly prohibited.
● Poor grammar and incorrect spellings can throw a bad impact on the admission
personnel. Thus, make sure to proofread every section of the statement or essay
thoroughly and find out any errors in the writing.
● Do not talk about your childhood or life story. As the word count is limited, make sure
to focus on the essential information like your motivation or experience from the
course program.
● Try not to overuse the term passion throughout the essay or statement for college
application. People tend to use it more often. Instead, change your vocabulary. Also,
you need to read the questions carefully.
● While funny lines can be something humorous to read, but you do not know who is
behind the selection process. They may not like the joke. So, it’s best to avoid such
funny lines and keep a serious approach.
● Do not submit the statement or essay application without it read by someone else.
That’s because feedback is just as important as any other section. Always get it read
by friends, parents, or family before submission.
● Try to avoid adding pointless lists and always secure each point with proof or
statement. Share your experiences and opinions rather than a never-ending list of
things.
How Do You End a Personal Statement?
An ending to the student/students personal statement for law school or college application
is just as important as the introduction. Thus, here we are going to mention one of the best
ideas for the perfect personal statement ending.

● First, you could end the student’s personal statement by summarising all the key
points that you mentioned in the body of the personal statement or essay.

Re-emphasizing the points in the conclusion could throw a good impact on the
admission personnel.
● One of the most positive ways to end a student/students personal statement or
essay is by talking about the future. It will help the admission personnel to know that
you are focused on the goals. However, do not start listing possible career options.
● You can also talk about how valuable you could be for the university. It is also worth
mentioning the great experience that you will get from the campus.
Sidenote, if you want to learn the Harvard outline, then you go through our blog on Making
Harvard Outline – Everything You Need to Know Before Starting.
Tips to Write an Effective Personal Statement When Applying For College or School

Writing a personal statement may generate numerous questions in mind. You might also
look for what is journal writing?: a detailed guide. Here is one of the best tips that may help
you to write a personal statement when applying for college or school.

● Take Your time: This is just as important as any other step involved in writing a
personal statement or essay for college or school application. First of all, take your
time and do not rush. That’s because rushing is undoubtedly going to make things
worse. Thus, what you can do is relax and take breaks if required. It might be helpful
in completing the statement on-time.
● Structure and Outline: Before you start writing the personal statement for college
admissions, make sure to structure and outline the same two time. By doing such
thing, you might be able to incorporate accurate information within the writings. It will
also make the statement writing process much more convenient. You can go through
the students personal statement examples or examples for college admissions to get
a better idea.
● Edit and Proofread: After completing the personal statement writing for college or
school, proofread it thoroughly. Proofreading will help you know or tell any mistakes
in the writings. Likewise, edit the writings and correct the errors. This step will ensure
an accurate students personal statement from top to bottom.
● Read it Loud: By reading any writings loud, you might be able to find the issues
within the same. Also, it will help you know whether the content flow and readability
are good or not. So, once you are done with the writing as well as editing, read the
students personal statement loudly.
● Do Not Read After Submission: Likewise, do not read the personal statement after
submission to the college admissions. That’s because if you keep reading the writing
after submission, it might not seem satisfactory to you. However, that’s quite normal.
We all feel the same.
● Keep it Creative: As mentioned earlier, there are numerous applicants, students, or
people who submit personal statements or essays for a college application. Thus,
you need to be creative with yours so that it can stand out amongst all. In simple
terms, add some creative elements and specific skills within the same. Make it your
own and keep it distinct from others.

● Honest is the Best Policy: In addition to that, do not lie in your college personal
statement or essays for university. Everything that you claim or tell in the statement
should be entirely accurate. In other words, do not keep the sentences practically
genuine. In short, try to be honest when writing about yourself, and it could surely
benefit you with the applications.
● Use Your Own Words: It is best to use your own specific words when writing a
personal statement for a scholarship, college admissions, applications. Make sure to
describe the qualifications in your words for a unique yet personal touch. Try to write
something new or you can take college essay help as well.
● Keep the Language Simple: When writing a personal statement or essay for college
applications, it is also essential for you to keep the language of the writing simple. In
other words, try to use short sentences and understandable language. By doing so,
the writings will be clear and understandable for the admissions officers.
● Use an Active Voice: Using strong verbs can surely help to deliver a college personal
statement for masters or essay with good readability. Thus, try to write in an active
voice. It may also be helpful in providing a compelling statement.
● Keep it Positive: As mentioned earlier, keep the negativity at bay and try to write
more positive points in the personal statement essay for a scholarship. Try to include
your enthusiasm for the course so that the academic personnel could consider you
for the program. Take a thorough look into the students personal statement
examples or an example. It may help you in delivering efficient outcomes.
Also, if you have a question like ‘can anyone write my essay for me,’ then the answer will be
yes. Just take help from experts who have experience in writing the same.
Conclusion
Personal Statements are indeed an essential entity in one’s academic life. With a
well-written personal statement for medical school or essays, you can undoubtedly get
college admissions or scholarship to the respective university or organization. We hope that
the above-provided points will help you to write a personal statement and find a good
college quickly. Try to follow each one of the points with tips, examples/example, do’s, and
don’ts to deliver a top-notch college students personal statement or essays.

